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Studies on succeeding:
Urban Prep’s 1st grads
It hasn’t been easy, but youths pursue dream
to get through college
Lolly Bowean, Tribune reporter

Tyler Beck, a member of the first graduating class at Chicago’s Urban Prep Academies, talks about
how the South Side charter school still influences him, as he continues his studies at Lake Forest
College. (Chris Walker, Chicago Tribune)

As a student in the first class of
Urban Prep Charter Academy for Young
Men, Tyler Beck found himself enveloped in a nurturing environment where
teachers came in early and stayed late to
help tutor struggling students. There, the
boys formed a brotherhood and learned
affirmations that kept them pumped up to
achieve.
“We were taught, ‘Each one reach
one,’ and ‘It takes courage to excel.’ We
all learned to help each other because we
all wanted to succeed,” Beck said. “There

were people who could say they’d been
right where you were from and they could
say they knew what your life was like.”
But four years later, at the idyllic East Coast private college to which
Beck was accepted, the atmosphere was
dramatically different. And even though
he had earned a full academic scholarship
to attend, Beck was not prepared.
In the time since he became one
of the celebrated 107 African-American
men in that first graduating class of
Urban Prep who were all accepted to

college, Beck said he has had to battle
stoic professors, academic hardship and
unforgiving college administrators. He’s
faced financial predicaments and feelings
of isolation, along with self-doubt and
insecurities. He has journeyed from the
pristine, gated campus of Trinity College
in Hartford, Conn., to his brother’s couch
in Madison, Wis., and then back to his
gritty South Side neighborhood.
He ended up losing his scholarship
and is now starting over with renewed focus at Lake Forest College, which is closer
to home and his support network.
Urban Prep got him to college, he
said. But the road to earning a degree has
been more complicated than just collecting acceptance letters.
The struggle black men like Beck
have endured is indicative of a wider
problem, experts say. Studies show that
not only do black men account for a
small percentage of fall undergraduate
enrollment at degree-granting colleges —
less than 6 percent in 2012, according to
a National Center for Education Statistics
report — but most never finish.
Black men stumble in college
typically because of a combination of
financial, social and academic obstacles,
experts say. They may need money to
support their studies or families. They
may struggle to fit in in the dramatically
different environment. And they can
become overwhelmed by the coursework.
Because of notions of masculinity, they
tend to not aggressively seek out help.
Long before they were handed their
high school diplomas, the 2010 graduates
of Urban Prep fulfilled the promise by the
school’s founder and CEO, Tim King, that
they would all get accepted into college.
Although Urban Prep’s alumni office keeps in close contact with the 2010
graduates, the school will not release figures detailing how many of the students
enrolled in college, finished college or
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are still in school, saying it will do so in
2016. King said in an email that he was
unavailable to comment for this story.
But interviews with several members
of that first class reflect what research
shows: It’s not enough to get AfricanAmerican men accepted into college. It
takes grit, a strong support circle, outreach and programs that offer assistance
before it is requested to help them navigate the rigors of college academic life.
“The college acceptance letters and
getting black males into college is commendable,” said Terrell Strayhorn, an
associate professor of higher education at
Ohio University and one of the authors of
the book “Black Male Collegians: Increasing Access, Retention, and Persistence in
Higher Education.”
“But true success is college acceptance, matriculation and graduation. We
know from research, those who finish
college are more likely to occupy competitive jobs, they assume higher status
occupations. Those that graduate are
more likely to vote, volunteer their time
to community service and have a successful marriage.”
The reasons black men find it rough

in college are numerous and systematic,
Strayhorn said. Many start out disadvantaged by showing up from high schools
that didn’t offer Advanced Placement
classes and from families without a college tradition. They may feel unwelcome
on campuses where there are few cultural
rituals they can relate to.
The stories of four young black
men who graduated from the celebrated
charter school offer a glimpse of those
difficulties, but also a look at how perseverance and support led to success.
Deontae Moore
The campus of Northwestern University is only 25 miles from the South Shore
neighborhood where Deontae Moore grew
up. But the communities feel completely
different, Moore said.
On the South Side, he learned how
to avoid certain streets that were considered gang territories, and he knew to
keep his eyes open and his head down.
The sounds of sirens, gunshots and chaos
often punctuated the night air.
From the time he was a sophomore
at Urban Prep, Moore was fixated on at

tending the prestigious school in Evanston. He visited the campus over and over
and participated in three summer enrichment programs to bolster his application.
Several of his teachers and counselors at
Urban Prep were Northwestern graduates,
so he relied on them for advice, he said.
“I grew up in the projects. I was
often around drugs and violence and
negativity,” Moore said. “My mother
struggled to make ends meet, and I’ve
seen her literally have no money to cover
the electricity and we’d have to live with
no lights.
“I wanted to show my family, my
mom, that I could handle Northwestern
and create a better lifestyle for us,” he
said. “I wanted to show my mom that we
don’t have to struggle.”
On campus, Moore relished his new
freedom and reveled in the relaxed mood
of the campus. He joined several organizations, got involved in athletic activities
and socialized.
“I didn’t read clearly. I didn’t ask
questions in class. I just took notes,” he
said. “I thought I was doing well. I was
doing what it appeared other people were
doing.”

Deontae Moore was in the first senior class to graduate from Urban Prep Academy and has since graduated from Northwestern University and is doing a
summer internship at Think Glink Media in Glencoe. Moore is standing outside the office. (Nancy Stone, Chicago Tribune)
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His grades told a different story.
After one semester, Moore was placed on
academic probation. He swallowed his
shame and sought help. Desperate but
determined, he turned back to Englewood
and to his teachers at Urban Prep.
“I had a lot of people watching my
back,” he said. “That motivated me to do
better. I didn’t work that hard to get there
just to leave.”
Moore’s counselor at Urban Prep
taught him how to set a schedule to
manage his time. He told him he’d have
to learn to study throughout the day, not
just before bed, like he did in high school.
Then the charter school hired a writing
coach to review Moore’s assignments and
tutor him on grammar and punctuation.
With that help, Moore was able to pull
himself back up.
“I had monthly sessions with the
assistant dean,” he said. “I had to learn to
join the discussions in class because sitting quietly wasn’t benefiting me.
“Northwestern is not an easy school
to get through,” Moore said. “I was able
to push through because I had a lot of
people behind me.”
Moore, 22, is scheduled to graduate
in December.
Paris Williams
For Paris Williams, there was never
any doubt that he’d get into and attend
college, he said. His parents expected that
from him. He decided to attend Urban
Prep specifically because its mission was
to get graduates to college.
“Both of my parents emphasized
education as the route to success,” said
Williams, 22. “They taught me (that) not
long ago, we as a people were fighting
for access to education. I knew to take it
seriously.”
So Williams was proud, but not surprised, when he was accepted to Georgetown University, in the bustling northwest
region of Washington, D.C.
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As he settled in, he began to notice
what set him apart from many of his
classmates.
“The other students, some were very
wealthy and resourced,” he said. “They
came from boarding schools. It became
hard for me to adjust to the workload. It
was stressful. I was in a different environment where everybody was smart.”
By his second year, Williams said his
grades slipped, and he, too, ended up on
academic probation. He was warned that
he had to improve or he’d have to leave.
Then came the self-doubt. But Williams said he could hear King’s voice
echoing in his head.
“Paris, buckle down,” he could hear
him say. “Paris, tighten up.”
And he did.
Williams meticulously selected a
circle of friends with the traits he wanted
to emulate, he said. When he wanted to
give up, they stepped in and offered their
encouragement.
“I can talk to people who are not
from my background. I found commonality that we could lean on,” Williams said.
“My friend told me, ‘You started here
and you will finish here. We started this
together and we will end this together.’”
With that support, Williams said he
dug into his studies.
When he got a call from an Urban
Prep counselor asking how he was doing, Williams admitted he was having
some trouble keeping up. And in order
to graduate in four years, he needed to
take summer courses he couldn’t afford.
So Urban Prep stepped in and paid for his
courses.
“It felt great because I couldn’t make
it (alone),” Williams said. “I had them in
my corner.”
In May, Williams’ parents traveled
from their Englewood neighborhood to
the nation’s capital. There they watched
their boy become the first in their family
to earn a four-year degree.
“They always knew I was going to

do it,” Williams said. “They didn’t cry.
They were like, ‘OK, we’re proud of you.
But you are going to do even bigger
things. Now it’s time to get out there.’”
Robert Lee Henderson III
Robert Lee Henderson III promised
himself he wouldn’t cry.
But as Henderson marched across
the stage, wearing his black cap and
gown, he felt his throat tighten. And as
his class of graduates from Lake Forest College filed out of the ceremony, he
spotted his sister, aunts, girlfriend and
grandmother sitting in the audience. Then
the tears welled up and streamed down
his face.
He had done something no one in
his family, long rooted in Englewood, had
managed, he said.
He graduated from college.
“I thought, ‘Wow, I really made
it,’” said Henderson, 23, recalling that
special day. “I pointed over to my family.
I wanted them to see this was for them,
not for me. I started to think of all that I
had been through, and it was a lot. But I
actually accomplished something. It was
so powerful, I cried tears of joy.”
Henderson was only a baby in 1993
when his father killed his mother, he
said and records show. From then on, he
and his six siblings were raised by their
grandmother in a modest house where
12 people crammed into a three-bedroom
space.
On his block, Henderson became
known as a hardhead.
“In the streets, people talk about the
savage life, and I’ve experienced that,”
he said. “I hung around the wrong crowd
that was doing the wrong things. I was
around guns and drugs and was in places
I had no business being.”
But at Urban Prep, Henderson found
a new identity among the boys who
had to wear button-down shirts and ties
daily. He began to look at his classmates
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For Beck, the path wasn’t so smooth.
Coming from such a nurturing, supportive environment, he wasn’t prepared
for a campus that couldn’t fully embrace
him, he said. He was 17 years old and
hundreds of miles from home in a region
he didn’t understand and an academic
culture that felt foreign.
He doesn’t blame Trinity, but he said
they didn’t have a system in place for
students in need like him.
“Not everyone comes from a boarding school where they have been exposed
to those types of classes,” he said. “I’m
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New focus
on police
shootings?

TRIBUNE UPDATE

Incidents in Chicago rarely lead
to protests, penalties for officers
By Jeremy Gorner,
David Heinzmann
and Steve Mills

INSIDE At the St. Louis
funeral of unarmed teen
Michael Brown, mourners
call for a change in the
nation’s “racial divide.”
Nation & World, Page 9
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Urban Prep alumnus Tyler Beck, right, is back on track at Lake Forest College after struggling at an East Coast school.

Studies on succeeding:
Urban Prep’s 1st grads
It hasn’t been easy, but youths pursue dream to get through college
By Lolly Bowean
Tribune reporter

As a student in the first class of
Urban Prep Charter Academy for
Young Men, Tyler Beck found himself enveloped in a nurturing environment where teachers came in
early and stayed late to help tutor
struggling students. There, the boys
formed a brotherhood and learned
affirmations that kept them pumped
up to achieve.
“We were taught, ‘Each one reach
one,’ and ‘It takes courage to excel.’
We all learned to help each other
because we all wanted to succeed,”
Beck said. “There were people who
could say they’d been right where you

“I was able to push
through because I had a
lot of people behind me.”
— Deontae Moore, on Northwestern
were from and they could say they
knew what your life was like.”
But four years later, at the idyllic
East Coast private college to which
Beck was accepted, the atmosphere
was dramatically different. And even
though he had earned a full academic
scholarship to attend, Beck was not
prepared.
In the time since he became one of
the celebrated 107 African-American

men in that first graduating class of
Urban Prep who were all accepted to
college, Beck said he has had to battle
stoic professors, academic hardship
and unforgiving college administrators. He’s faced financial predicaments and feelings of isolation, along
with self-doubt and insecurities. He
has journeyed from the pristine,
gated campus of Trinity College in
Hartford, Conn., to his brother’s
couch in Madison, Wis., and then
back to his gritty South Side neighborhood.
He ended up losing his scholarship
and is now starting over with renewed focus at Lake Forest College,
Turn to Urban Prep, Page 7

If anything was unusual
about the shootings of two
people by Chicago police
last weekend, it was that
one of the incidents
sparked a protest.
A sudden rainstorm
scattered the 80 or so
people who gathered
Monday on the West Side
to protest the fatal shooting of 18-year-old Roshad
McIntosh in the Lawndale
neighborhood a day earlier. The organized demonstration was rare in a city
where police shootings
take place with regularity
and often prompt hard
questions about whether
they were justified.
The fatal shooting two
weeks ago of an unarmed
young man named Michael Brown by a police
officer in Ferguson, Mo.,
put a renewed spotlight on
police shootings, and
some people want to bring
that attention to Chicago.
Monday’s protest over
the shooting of McIntosh
brought out neighborhood residents as well as a
handful of activists,
among them a woman
who has done work with

By Richard Wronski
Tribune reporter
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Cubs calling up
outfield prospect
Jorge Soler
Chicago Sports

Quinn vetoes
ride-sharing bill
Chicagoland, Page 5

Online fad worth
it if donors help
put ALS on ice
Dahleen Glanton, Page 2
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Players arrive at a rally Monday at Jackie Robinson Field on the Far South Side.

U.S. champs welcomed home
The U.S. Little League champion Jackie Robinson West All-Stars came home Monday to throngs of family, friends and well-wishers. The city will celebrate the team
with a rally and parade that will stretch from the Far South Side to Millennium Park
on Wednesday. See story and parade route in Chicagoland, Page 4. Coaches expect
a boost in city baseball thanks to the team’s success. Chicago Sports
COMING
Check out a special section commemorating the Jackie Robinson
WEDNESDAY West All-Stars’ journey at the Little League World Series.

Tom Skilling’s forecast

High 86 Low 67

Chicago Weather Center:
Complete forecast on back of A+E

the Occupy movement,
and a local law student
who had been detained in
Ferguson.
Though Chicago often
leads the country in police
shootings, residents may
understand little about
how those shootings are
investigated. The shootings occur in a city stung
repeatedly by the slayings
of young people in gangrelated neighborhood violence. The anguish, grief
and frustration that attend
the deaths of these young
people seem to be overwhelming residents in
some neighborhoods, a local civil rights attorney
said recently.
“Crime, as it relates to
the black community, it
seems as if it’s (at) an
alarming level. Some of
the police-involved shootings get lost in that discussion,” said attorney
Melvin Brooks, who has
represented plaintiffs suing the police over alleged
Turn to Shootings, Page 8

Experts seek
action to cut
train suicides
Chicago-area rate
tops in U.S.; some
say Metra lagging
Signs on railway station
platforms in Boston, New
York and Toronto are intended to offer help to
anyone who is emotionally distressed or suicidal
— a last-ditch effort to
keep people from taking a
final, fatal step onto the
train tracks.
Increasingly, commuter
rail agencies in those cities
and in Europe have decided it’s good public policy to partner with local
suicide prevention organizations by posting 24/7
hotline numbers and urging counseling for those
who are troubled.
As new research shows
that a higher percentage
of train fatalities in the
Chicago area are suicides
than in the rest of the U.S.,
some experts say it’s time
for Metra to consider
adopting such a policy.

“All that is required is
people in leadership
reaching out to their partners who are on the
ground trying to save
lives,” said Roberta Hurtig,
executive director of Samaritans, a nonprofit
agency that works with
Boston’s commuter rail
agency.
The goal would be to
educate the public about
suicide and offer help to
anyone who might be
tempted to step in front of
a train, Hurtig said.
While Metra has looked
at other cities’ efforts and
believes it can learn from
them, officials have been
hesitant to take any “kneejerk” action, said Hilary
Konczal, Metra’s director
of safety.
“There are several
things we can do, and
we’re looking to see if one
of those would be beneficial or not,” Konczal said.
“The last thing we want to
do is implement a program that isn’t working.”
Rail safety researchers
Turn to Suicide, Page 6
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Following the 1st class of Urban Prep
Urban Prep, from Page 1

which is closer to home and his support
network.
Urban Prep got him to college, he said.
But the road to earning a degree has been
more complicated than just collecting
acceptance letters.
The struggle black men like Beck have
endured is indicative of a wider problem,
experts say. Studies show that not only do
black men account for a small percentage of
fall undergraduate enrollment at degreegranting colleges — less than 6 percent in
2012, according to a National Center for
Education Statistics report — but most
never finish.
Black men stumble in college typically
because of a combination of financial, social
and academic obstacles, experts say. They
may need money to support their studies or
families. They may struggle to fit in in the
dramatically different environment. And
they can become overwhelmed by the
coursework. Because of notions of masculinity, they tend to not aggressively seek out
help.
Long before they were handed their high
school diplomas, the 2010 graduates of
Urban Prep fulfilled the promise by the
school’s founder and CEO, Tim King, that
they would all get accepted into college.
Although Urban Prep’s alumni office
keeps in close contact with the 2010
graduates, the school will not release
figures detailing how many of the students
enrolled in college, finished college or are
still in school, saying it will do so in 2016.
King said in an email that he was unavailable to comment for this story.
But interviews with several members of
that first class reflect what research shows:
It’s not enough to get African-American
men accepted into college. It takes grit, a
strong support circle, outreach and programs that offer assistance before it is
requested to help them navigate the rigors
of college academic life.
“The college acceptance letters and
getting black males into college is commendable,” said Terrell Strayhorn, an associate professor of higher education at Ohio
University and one of the authors of the
book “Black Male Collegians: Increasing
Access, Retention, and Persistence in
Higher Education.”
“But true success is college acceptance,
matriculation and graduation. We know
from research, those who finish college are
more likely to occupy competitive jobs, they
assume higher status occupations. Those
that graduate are more likely to vote,
volunteer their time to community service
and have a successful marriage.”
The reasons black men find it rough in
college are numerous and systematic, Strayhorn said. Many start out disadvantaged by
showing up from high schools that didn’t
offer Advanced Placement classes and from
families without a college tradition. They
may feel unwelcome on campuses where
there are few cultural rituals they can relate
to.
The stories of four young black men who
graduated from the celebrated charter
school offer a glimpse of those difficulties,
but also a look at how perseverance and
support led to success.
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Deontae Moore reached out to the academy for help after being put on academic probation while studying at Northwestern University.
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Long before they were handed their high school
diplomas, the 2010 graduates of Urban Prep fulfilled
the promise by the school’s founder and CEO, Tim
King, that they would all get accepted into college.

Deontae Moore
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Tyler Beck

from the South Side. We just didn’t talk
about books the way they did there. We
didn’t have the types of classes other
students at Trinity had taken.”
But Beck said he didn’t know how to
ask for help. He had graduated at the top
of his class and was a leader in his community in Chicago. In Hartford, he didn’t
know whom to reach out to.
“It was a new realization ... people
don’t care about your success. How do
you deal with that?” he said.
Beck struggled in his classes and
earned poor grades. He was placed on
academic probation and then asked to
take some time off.
“I was torn up,” he said. “There were
tears shed, but it brought me to a place of
mental maturity.”
Beck left Hartford and went to
Madison to live with his brother. There
he worked in a sandwich shop and tried
to figure out his next moves. He appealed
his probation at Trinity and returned for
another semester, but it didn’t work out,
he said. So he came back to Chicago.
Back in Englewood, Beck called his
Urban Prep counselor.
“I said, ‘Can you help me get back
into school?’”
The counselor did. Now at Lake Forest, Beck lives on campus and works there
too. He’s currently a junior and determined more than ever to graduate with a
bachelor’s in communications.
“I know I’m smart. I know I’m brilliant,” he said. “I’ve got to finish. From
here, it’s nothing but upward.”
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as brothers, he said. He saw his teachers
and administrators as parents. The school
gave him hope that he could turn his life
around.
Henderson applied to more than 25
colleges, he said, and was accepted into
more than a dozen. When it came time to
choose, he decided to stay close to home
so he could keep tabs on his grandmother.
In Lake Forest, Henderson wanted to
make new friends and form the same relationships he had in high school, he said.
But the more time he invested socializing,
the more his studies suffered.
“I was lost at first,” he said. “I
thought I didn’t have to go to class. They
sent out warning grades and I saw I was
near failing. I thought, ‘I’ve got to change
what I’m doing.’”
From then, Henderson curtailed
hanging out, he said. He focused solely
on studying, spending days and nights in
the library. He blocked out the old neighborhood, the old alliances.
“I only came back to Englewood
when I had to come back,” he said. “I
didn’t make it a habit to come back because I had so much to catch up on.
“I knew if I wanted it, I had to work
for it.”

The campus of Northwestern University
is only 25 miles from the South Shore
neighborhood where Deontae Moore grew
up. But the communities feel completely
different, Moore said.
On the South Side, he learned how to
avoid certain streets that were considered
gang territories, and he knew to keep his
eyes open and his head down. The sounds
of sirens, gunshots and chaos often punctuated the night air.
From the time he was a sophomore at
Urban Prep, Moore was fixated on attending the prestigious school in Evanston. He
visited the campus over and over and
participated in three summer enrichment
programs to bolster his application. Several
of his teachers and counselors at Urban
Prep were Northwestern graduates, so he
relied on them for advice, he said.
“I grew up in the projects. I was often
around drugs and violence and negativity,”
Moore said. “My mother struggled to make
ends meet, and I’ve seen her literally have
no money to cover the electricity and we’d
have to live with no lights.
“I wanted to show my family, my mom,
that I could handle Northwestern and
create a better lifestyle for us,” he said.
“I wanted to show my mom that we don’t
have to struggle.”
On campus, Moore relished his new
freedom and reveled in the relaxed mood of
the campus. He joined several organizations, got involved in athletic activities and
socialized.
“I didn’t read clearly. I didn’t ask
questions in class. I just took notes,” he said.
“I thought I was doing well. I was doing
what it appeared other people were doing.”
His grades told a different story. After
one semester, Moore was placed on academic probation. He swallowed his shame
and sought help. Desperate but determined,
he turned back to Englewood and to his
teachers at Urban Prep.
“I had a lot of people watching my back,”
he said. “That motivated me to do better. I
didn’t work that hard to get there just to
leave.”
Moore’s counselor at Urban Prep taught
him how to set a schedule to manage his
time. He told him he’d have to learn to study
throughout the day, not just before bed, like
he did in high school. Then the charter
school hired a writing coach to review
Moore’s assignments and tutor him on
grammar and punctuation. With that help,
Moore was able to pull himself back up.
“I had monthly sessions with the assistant dean,” he said. “I had to learn to join the
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“I’m from the South Side.
We just didn’t talk about
books the way they did
there.”

— Tyler Beck, on his time at Trinity College

discussions in class because sitting quietly
wasn’t benefiting me.
“Northwestern is not an easy school to
get through,” Moore said. “I was able to
push through because I had a lot of people
behind me.”
Moore, 22, is scheduled to graduate in
December.

stressful. I was in a different environment
where everybody was smart.”
By his second year, Williams said his
grades slipped, and he, too, ended up on
academic probation. He was warned that he
had to improve or he’d have to leave.
Then came the self-doubt. But Williams
said he could hear King’s voice echoing in
his head.
“Paris, buckle down,” he could hear him
say. “Paris, tighten up.”
And he did.
Williams meticulously selected a circle of
friends with the traits he wanted to
emulate, he said. When he wanted to give
up, they stepped in and offered their
encouragement.
“I can talk to people who are not from my
background. I found commonality that we
could lean on,” Williams said. “My friend
told me, ‘You started here and you will
finish here. We started this together and we
will end this together.’ ”
With that support, Williams said he dug
into his studies.
When he got a call from an Urban Prep
counselor asking how he was doing,
Williams admitted he was having some
trouble keeping up. And in order to
graduate in four years, he needed to take
summer courses he couldn’t afford. So
Urban Prep stepped in and paid for his
courses.
“It felt great because I couldn’t make it
(alone),” Williams said. “I had them in my
corner.”
In May, Williams’ parents traveled from
their Englewood neighborhood to the
nation’s capital. There they watched their
boy become the first in their family to earn a
four-year degree.
“They always knew I was going to do it,”
Williams said. “They didn’t cry. They were
like, ‘OK, we’re proud of you. But you are
going to do even bigger things. Now it’s time
to get out there.’ ”

Paris Williams

Robert Lee Henderson III

For Paris Williams, there was never any
doubt that he’d get into and attend college,
he said. His parents expected that from
him. He decided to attend Urban Prep
specifically because its mission was to get
graduates to college.
“Both of my parents emphasized education as the route to success,” said Williams,
22. “They taught me (that) not long ago, we
as a people were fighting for access to
education. I knew to take it seriously.”
So Williams was proud, but not surprised, when he was accepted to Georgetown University, in the bustling northwest
region of Washington, D.C.
As he settled in, he began to notice what
set him apart from many of his classmates.
“The other students, some were very
wealthy and resourced,” he said. “They
came from boarding schools. It became
hard for me to adjust to the workload. It was

Robert Lee Henderson III promised
himself he wouldn’t cry.
But as Henderson marched across the
stage, wearing his black cap and gown, he
felt his throat tighten. And as his class of
graduates from Lake Forest College filed
out of the ceremony, he spotted his sister,
aunts, girlfriend and grandmother sitting in
the audience. Then the tears welled up and
streamed down his face.
He had done something no one in his
family, long rooted in Englewood, had
managed, he said.
He graduated from college.
“I thought, ‘Wow, I really made it,’ ” said
Henderson, 23, recalling that special day.
“I pointed over to my family. I wanted
them to see this was for them, not for me. I
started to think of all that I had been
through, and it was a lot. But I actually
accomplished something. It was so power-

ful, I cried tears of joy.”
Henderson was only a baby in 1993 when
his father killed his mother, he said and
records show. From then on, he and his six
siblings were raised by their grandmother
in a modest house where 12 people
crammed into a three-bedroom space.
On his block, Henderson became known
as a hardhead.
“In the streets, people talk about the
savage life, and I’ve experienced that,” he
said. “I hung around the wrong crowd that
was doing the wrong things. I was around
guns and drugs and was in places I had no
business being.”
But at Urban Prep, Henderson found a
new identity among the boys who had to
wear button-down shirts and ties daily.
He began to look at his classmates as
brothers, he said. He saw his teachers and
administrators as parents. The school gave
him hope that he could turn his life around.
Henderson applied to more than 25
colleges, he said, and was accepted into
more than a dozen.
When it came time to choose, he decided
to stay close to home so he could keep tabs
on his grandmother.
In Lake Forest, Henderson wanted to
make new friends and form the same
relationships he had in high school, he said.
But the more time he invested socializing,
the more his studies suffered.
“I was lost at first,” he said.
“I thought I didn’t have to go to class.
They sent out warning grades and I saw I
was near failing. I thought, ‘I’ve got to
change what I’m doing.’ ”
From then, Henderson curtailed hanging
out, he said. He focused solely on studying,
spending days and nights in the library. He
blocked out the old neighborhood, the old
alliances.
“I only came back to Englewood when I
had to come back,” he said.
“I knew if I wanted it, I had to work for
it.”

Tyler Beck
For Beck, the path wasn’t so smooth.
Coming from such a nurturing, supportive environment, he wasn’t prepared for a
campus that couldn’t fully embrace him, he
said. He was 17 years old and hundreds of
miles from home in a region he didn’t
understand and an academic culture that
felt foreign.
He doesn’t blame Trinity, but he said they
didn’t have a system in place for students in
need like him.
“Not everyone comes from a boarding
school where they have been exposed to
those types of classes,” he said.
“I’m from the South Side. We just didn’t
talk about books the way they did there. We
didn’t have the types of classes other
students at Trinity had taken.”
But Beck said he didn’t know how to ask
for help. He had graduated at the top of his
class and was a leader in his community in
Chicago. In Hartford, he didn’t know whom
to reach out to.
“It was a new realization ... people don’t
care about your success. How do you deal
with that?” he said.
Beck struggled in his classes and earned
poor grades. He was placed on academic
probation and then asked to take some time
off. “I was torn up,” he said. “There were
tears shed, but it brought me to a place of
mental maturity.”
Beck left Hartford and went to Madison
to live with his brother. There he worked in
a sandwich shop and tried to figure out his
next moves.
He appealed his probation at Trinity and
returned for another semester, but it didn’t
work out, he said. So he came back to
Chicago.
Back in Englewood, Beck called his
Urban Prep counselor.
“I said, ‘Can you help me get back into
school?’ ”
The counselor did. Now at Lake Forest,
Beck lives on campus and works there too.
He’s currently a junior and determined
more than ever to graduate with a bachelor’s in communications.
“I’ve got to finish. From here, it’s nothing
but upward,” he said.
lbowean@tribune.com
Twitter @lollybowean
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